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FORWARD 
Under the NCC Energy Efficiency Rating Scheme (EERS) rules, only somebody who has received training from the NCC 
and has been registered by the NCC as an Approved Assessor shall prepare an Energy Efficiency Calculation (EEC). 

The EERS calculator has a dual capability and can be used for Caravan Holiday Homes (CHH) and for Residential 
Park Homes (RPH) and every home should be despatched with a label in the home information pack (handbook) and 
a copy should be placed in the front window facing outwards. For CHH products (BS EN 1647) an EEC is required for 
each approved model and for RPH products (BS 3632) an EEC is required for each home. In either case the rating 
calculation should accurately depict the actual home. If a home’s construction cannot be accurately depicted within the 
limited confines of the calculator then a ‘manufacturer defined’ u-value for floors, external walls, or roofs shall be 
declared and the manufacturer shall submit a fully detailed u-value calculation as evidence. Under no circumstances 
shall the construction of the home be ‘fudged’ into the calculator as it is impossible to verify. 

Calculations must be completed accurately, be completed fully, and be completed using the latest version of the 
calculator (unless instructed otherwise by the NCC). 

On receipt by the NCC, if there are obvious errors or omissions then the submission will be rejected without logging. 
Submissions which are logged by the NCC are verified at random; if there are errors or omissions on verification then 
the submission will be queried. In either case, rating labels created from erroneous EEC submissions shall not be 
used by the manufacturer and, failure to comply with this will result in the withdrawal of the ability to print 
labels in-house. 

If an erroneous EDEC is submitted to the NCC then it should be revised and resubmitted. Therefore, the rating label 
for the last submitted EEC should be the one used. (For CHH the last rating label will be considered as the last one 
submitted for that product by the date of completion of the home). 

 

This guidance document will show how the energy efficiency calculation should be completed. The line numbers from 
the EERS calculator spreadsheet have been highlighted in red so that you can quickly get to the information. In the 
appendix there is an image giving further guidance on air gaps. 

Remember: 

 Do not ‘fudge’ details in the EEC; 

 Complete the EEC details accurately, fully, and using the latest version of the calculator; 

 Do not use rating labels created from erroneous submissions; and 

 The rating label for the last submitted EEC shall be the one used. 
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WHAT THE CALCULATOR DOES 
Energy is lost from the home in a number of ways: 

1. Through the fabric of the building (i.e. floor, external wall, and roof structures; windows/doors; etc); 
2. Through ventilation openings; 
3. Through air leakage; 
4. Through open-flued appliances; 
5. Through mechanical extraction; and 
6. Through internal systems which consume energy for their operation (boilers; fires; lights; etc.). 

 

CARAVAN HOLIDAY HOME (BS EN 1647): The EERS calculator is a Thermal Rating Scheme which only considers 
what energy is lost through the external envelope of the structure (items 1-5 above). 

RESIDENTIAL PARK HOMES (BS 3632): The EERS calculator is an Energy Efficiency Rating Scheme which considers all 
parts of the home including the external envelope of the structure and the internal systems (items 1-6 above). 

 

The rating labels produced by the EERS calculator express the rating in two different formats. 

 For CHH, the score is shown as a number between 0-10 on a circular scale. 

 For RPH, the score is shown on a vertical scale ranging from red (low rating) to green (high rating). 

The ratings are therefore good for comparing one CHH to another CHH of a similar size and specification, or one RPH 
to another RPH of a similar size and specification.  
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GETTING STARTED 
You must be using a PC (not a Mac) running a current version of Microsoft Excel and have a Microsoft Outlook email 
account on the PC. 

Open a blank copy of the EERS calculator; this can be found on the NCC website: 

http://www.thencc.org.uk/energy-rating-calculator.aspx  

Save the blank file to a local computer drive. 

 

If opening the file for the first time, Microsoft Excel will produce a yellow banner stated that there is a PROTECTED 
VIEW and you should click on the box ‘Enable Editing’. 

 

 

If opening the file for the first time, Microsoft Excel will produce a second yellow banner stated that there is a SECURITY 
WARNING and you should click on the box ‘Enable Content’. 

 

 

If the content is not enabled then the completed spreadsheet will deliver an error when you try to submit the EEC. If 
this happens you will need to start again with a new spreadsheet, making sure to enable editing and content before 
doing anything else. 

Once saved to a local computer drive after first enabling the Microsoft Excel features, these messages will probably 
not appear again. 

 

At any time in the future you can check if the EERS calculator is the current version by clicking on the hyperlink ‘Confirm 
this is the latest version of the calculator by clicking here’ which will automatically open your web browser and take 
you back to the NCC website. 
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HOME DETAILS 

 

LINE 7: MANUFACTURER 

Click on the combined cell C7 and from the drop-down list (click on the box on the right-hand side), select your company 
name from the list of NCC member manufacturers. 

NOTE: If you are a new member manufacturer, your name will be included in the next release of the calculator 
following your approval by the directorate as full members. In this case, select ‘NCC Probationary Manufacturer’ 
from the list. 

LINE 8/9: MANUFACTURER’S ADDRESS & POSTCODE 

Click on cell C8 and enter your full address details. If there is not enough space, click on cell C9 and continue. 

LINE 10: DATE OF COMPILATION 

Click on cell C10 and enter the date you first compiled the calculation. 

NOTE: If at the end of preparing the calculation, and before submission to the NCC, you want to save the calculation 
as a template, the date of compilation is useful for monitoring how old the details are getting. 

LINE 10: TELEPHONE NUMBER 

Click on cell F10 and enter the contact telephone number of the NCC approved assessor compiling/submitting the EEC. 

LINE 11/12: HABITATION STANDARD 

The file defaults with the BS EN 1647 button checked in cell C11. If the calculation is for a BS 3632 product then check 
the BS 3632 button which will result in several cells changing within the spreadsheet. 

LINE 11: RESPONSIBLE PERSON 

Click on cell F11 and enter the name of the NCC approved assessor. If you have not had training by the NCC and 
have not been approved by the NCC as an energy assessor, you may not submit a calculation. 

LINE 12: HOME MODEL SPECIFICATION 

If the BS EN 1647 button is checked, click on cell F12 and enter details of the specification to assist you in identifying 
the home. 
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LINE 12: HOME SERIAL NUMBER 

If the BS 3632 button is checked, click on cell F12 and enter the details of the individual home’s serial number using 
the 10-digit NCC format given in the Manufacturer’s Approval Scheme Rules (e.g. 17XX001234). 

 

LINE 13: HOME MODEL NAME 

If you entered ‘NCC Probationary Manufacturer’ in cell C7, click on cell C13 and enter your company name in capitals 
followed by the model name/imperial length/imperial width/number of bedroom. 

Example: ACME Lodge 40x20x2B 

If your company is listed as a member manufacturer, you do not need to identify your company further; click on cell 
C13 and just enter the model name/imperial length/imperial width/number of bedroom. 

Example: Lodge 40x20x2B 

In either case, if you are just testing different materials to see what effect they have on the rating and are not intending 
to submit the calculation, click on cell C13 and enter ‘TEST’ in capital letters as a prefix to anything else. Any submission 
received marked in this way will be ignored without logging. 

Examples: TEST ACME Lodge 40x20x2B or TEST Lodge 40x20x2B 

NOTE: 

 It is important to get the HOME DETAILS correct as much of the information given is used to automatically 
populate the rating label. 

 When making the submission, the EEC electronic file is automatically renamed so that it can be saved as a 
record for the specific home. By being consistent, the electronic files will collate by product 
name/length/width/bedrooms/specification or serial number. 

 The electronic file will also automatically be given a unique 12-digit code number which is used for 
verification purposes and so it is important that you save the EEC to a local computer drive after submission 
to the NCC. 

 

WARNING: 

 

Incorrect values within the calculator result in a red cell warning. These should be cleared by entering correct data 
before submitting the EEC. Submissions with red cell errors will be rejected. 

It is good practice to enter something in every blue or green coloured cell even if the value is nil. When reviewing the 
EEC prior to submission, it is usually easier to see empty cells which may have inadvertently been missed. 
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OVERALL HOME INTERNAL DIMENSIONS 
NOTE: Dimensions in this section are expressed in meters and should be entered with 3 decimal spaces (i.e. 0.123). 

 

LINE 16: LENGTH 

Click on cell C16 and enter the INTERNAL length of the home between the internal perimeter line. 

NOTE: If the home is an irregular shape, calculate the equivalent length by dividing the plan area within the internal 
perimeter line by the internal width at the widest point and enter this figure. 

LINE 16: WIDTH 

Click on cell G16 and enter the INTERNAL width of the home between the internal perimeter line. 

LINE 17: AVERAGE HEIGHT FRONT END WALL 

Click of cell C17 and enter the height of the side walls if the front end of the home has a flat ceiling. 

NOTE: If the front end of the home has a vaulted ceiling, click on cell C17 and enter the average height of the front 
end wall. 

LINE 17: AVERAGE HEIGHT OF SIDE WALLS 

Click on cell G17 and enter the height of the side walls. 

LINE 18: INTERNAL PLAN AREA 

This is automatically calculated by the software and does not require an input. 

LINE 18: AVERAGE HEIGHT REAR END WALL 

Click on cell G18 and enter the height of the side walls. 

LINE 19: VOLUME 

This is automatically calculated by the software and does not require an input. 

LINE 19: AVERAGE HEIGHT 

This is automatically calculated by the software and does not require an input. 
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LINE 20: TOTAL AREA OF WINDOWS & PATIO DOORS (INCLUDING FRAMES) 

Click on cell C20 and add the total aperture area (sum of the [length x width] of all the structural apertures of this 
type in all the external walls). 

NOTE: The patio door option is given in this entry so that if the windows and doors have different U-values and the 
patio door is closer to the window value, the patio door can be included here. However, if all the window/door U-
values are the same then it is good practice to group all the windows here and group all the doors in line 22. 

 

NOTE: The measurement can be entered either as a separately calculated total or by using an equation with 
individual entries (Microsoft Excel uses ’’ as a multiplication symbol). 

 

Example: 

 =(1.200*1.050)+(0.915*1.050)+(0.610*1.200)+(1.200*1.500) . . . 

When the ‘enter’ button is pressed the spreadsheet will calculate the total sum area. At a later date, if a window is 
altered it can be individually amended in the formula by clicking on the cell and making the amendment in the 
formula bar at the top of the screen. 

 

LINE 20: WINDOW U-VALUE 

Click on cell G20 and enter the value. 

LINE 21: TOTAL AREA OF ROOF WINDOWS (INCLUDING FRAMES) 

Click on cell C21 and add the total aperture area (sum of the [length x width] of all the structural apertures of this 
type in all the roof). 

See the extra notes included above for line 20: Total area of windows & patio doors. 

LINE 21: ROOF WINDOW U-VALUE 

Click on cell G21 and enter the value. 

LINE 22: TOTAL AREA OF EXTERNAL DOORS (INCLUDING FRAMES) 

Click on cell C22 and add the total aperture area (sum of the [length x width] of all the structural apertures of this 
type in all the external walls).  

See the extra notes included above for line 20: Total area of windows & patio doors. 

LINE 22: DOOR U-VALUE 

Click on cell G22 and enter the value. 

LINE 23: TOTAL AREA OF EXTERIOR WALLS INCLUDING DOORS AND WINDOWS 

This is automatically calculated by the software and does not require an input. 
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GENERAL NOTE ABOUT WINDOWS & DOOR U-VALUES: 

Theoretically, all windows and doors have a different U-value because the ratio of frame to glass varies according 
to size, number of casements, etc. However, your window/door supplier will be able to give you evidence of the 
average U-value for their units and this evidence should be submitted to the NCC every time you change supplier. 
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HOME LAYOUT 
Entries in this section are selected from a drop-down list (click on the box on the right-hand side of each cell). 

If the BS EN 1647 button is checked. 

 

If the BS 3632 button is checked. 

 

LINE 26: NUMBER OF BERTHS (INCLUDING TEMPORARY) 

If the BS EN 1647 button is checked, cell C26 in this table will be white and does not require an entry (only blue cells 
in this table require an entry). 

If the BS 3632 button is checked, cell C26 in this table will be green and default as 4. If the number of berths (including 
temporary) is different, click on cell C26 and from the drop-down list select the number of occupants. 

NOTE: This number should include berths provided by beds (or bed spaces), by sofa-beds or bed pull-out/down 
beds supplied with the home (a good rule-of-thumb is to make sure you include any berths detailed on the drawing). 

LINE 26: NUMBER OF BEDROOMS 

Click on cell G26 and from the drop-down list select the number of occupants. 

NOTE: This number should match the number of bedrooms stated in the ‘Home model name’ (cell C13). 

LINE 27: SEPARATE UTILITY ROOM 

Click on cell C27 and from the drop-down list select the number of SEPARATE utility rooms. 

NOTE: If the utility does not have a door between it and the Kitchen, then it is not a separate room. 

LINE 27: SEPARATE KITCHEN 

Click on cell G27 and from the drop-down list select the number of SEPARATE kitchens.  

NOTE: If the kitchen does not have a door between it and the lounge or dining room, then it is not a separate room. 

 

LINE 28: NUMBER OF BATHROOMS 
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Click on cell C28 and from the drop-down list select the number of bathrooms, shower rooms (including en-suite rooms). 

LINE 28: SEPARATE WC 

Click on cell G28 and from the drop-down list select the number of separate WCs (including en-suite rooms).  

NOTE: If the WC is in the bathroom/shower room and does not have a door separating it, then it is not a separate 
room. 

LINE 29: MAIN HABITATION AREA 

Click on cell C29 and from the drop-down list select the number of main habitation areas.  

NOTE: The main habitation area is usually the Lounge which may combine the dining area and/or kitchen area in 
open-plan layouts. 

LINE 29: OTHER SEPARATE HABITATION AREAS 

Click on cell G29 and from the drop-down list select the number of other SEPARATE habitable rooms.  

NOTE: If a habitable room does not have a door separating it, then it is not a separate room. 
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HEATING, HOT WATER AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS 
If the BS EN 1647 button is checked, the cells in this table are white and do not require entries because internal systems 
are not considered for the Thermal Rating Scheme. In this case, move on to ‘Floor Construction’. 

 

If the BS 3632 button is checked, the cells in this table will be coloured green and some cells will have default entries. 
Green cells require entries. 

The cells have default entries which will need to be adjusted to suit the systems you employ within your home. Some 
of the entries in this section are selected from a drop-down list (click on the box on the right-hand side of each cell). 

 

LINE 32: PRIMARY HEATING SYSTEM TYPE 

If the home does not have a combi boiler, then click on cell C32 and from the drop-down list select another option. 

LINE 32: MANUFACTURER 

Click on cell F32 and enter the name of the primary heating system manufacturer (exactly as it appears in the Product 
Characteristics Database). 
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LINE 33: PRIMARY HEATING FUEL 

If the primary heating fuel is not LPG, click on cell C33 and from the drop-down list select another option. 

LINE 33: MODEL NUMBER 

Click on cell F33 and enter the model number and/or name and/or capacity so that it can be fully identified.  

NOTES: 

You should enter this information to exactly match the information held on the Product Characteristics 
Database so that the NCC can verify the efficiency figures. 

To check this, click on the hyperlink ‘Link to Product Characteristics Database’ and this will automatically open your 
web browser in a new window and take you to the Building Energy Performance Assessment support website. 

 

For example:  

Enter the boiler details using the drop-down lists in the cells. 

 

After entering the boiler details press the search button. 

 

One or several boilers might be shown. Click on the hyperlink ‘Details’ to the right of the listing that matches the 
boiler in the home. 
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If the boiler fitted in your home is not listed it is possible that it is so new that the details have not yet been included 
on the Building Energy Performance Assessment support website. In this case you should submit a boiler data sheet 
(along with the EEC submission) which includes information on the: 

1. SAP 2009/2012 annual efficiency (%); and 
2. Comparative hot water efficiency (%). 

LINE 34: PRIMARY HEATING EFFICIENCY (%) 

If the efficiency does not match the default figure, click on cell C34 and enter the ‘SAP 2009/2012 annual efficiency 
(%)’ from the Building Energy Performance Assessment support website. 

LINE 35: SECONDARY HEATING SYSTEM TYPE 

If an alternative secondary heating system is fitted in the home, click on cell C35 and select another option from the 
drop-down list. 

If no secondary heating system is fitted in the home at all, click on cell C35 and select ‘None fitted’ which will result in 
other cells within the table turning white meaning that they no longer require an entry. 

LINE 35: MANUFACTURER 

If a secondary heating system has been selected in cell C35, click on cell F35 and enter the name of the secondary 
heating system manufacturer. 

If no secondary heating system is fitted in the home, and cell C35 has been adjusted to ‘None fitted’, cell F35 will 
have turned white and no entry is required. 

LINE 36: SECONDARY HEATING FUEL 

If a secondary heating system has been selected in cell C35, and if the secondary heating fuel is not electricity, click 
on cell C36 and select another option from the drop-down list. 

If no secondary heating system is fitted in the home, and cell C35 has been adjusted to ‘None fitted’, cell C36 will 
have turned white and no entry is required. 
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LINE 36: MODEL NUMBER 

If a secondary heating system has been selected in cell C35, click on cell F36 and enter the model number and/or 
name. 

If no secondary heating system is fitted in the home, and cell C35 has been adjusted to ‘None fitted’, cell F36 will 
have turned white and no entry is required. 

LINE 37: SECONDARY HEATING EFFICIENCY (%) 

If a secondary heating system has been selected in cell C35, and the efficiency is not 100%, click on cell C37 and 
enter the efficiency of the secondary heating system found in the manufacturer’s data sheet. If the efficiency values 
are not available from the manufacturer, then the following values from the SAP 2009 user guide should be used:  

 Electric storage heaters 100%; 

 Electric panel heater 100%. 

 Solid fuel (pellet fired) 65%; 

 Gas Fire Balanced Flue (LPG) 60%; 

 Gas Fire Balanced Flue (Natural gas) 58%; 

If no secondary heating system is fitted in the home, and cell C35 has been adjusted to ‘None fitted’, cell C37 will 
have turned white and no entry is required. 

LINE 38: WATER HEATING SYSTEM TYPE 

If the water heating system is not via the primary boiler (defaulted as a combi), click on cell C38 and select another 
option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 38: MANUFACTURER 

If the water heating system is via the primary boiler, leave cell F38 with the default ‘As primary’. 

If the water heating system is not via the primary boiler, and an alternative system has been selected in cell C38, click 
on cell F38 and replace ‘As primary’ with the name of the water heating system manufacturer (exactly as it appears 
in the Product Characteristics Database). 

LINE 39: WATER HEATING FUEL 

If the water heating fuel is not LPG, click on cell C39 and from the drop-down list select another option. 

LINE 39: MODEL NUMBER 

If the water heating system is via the primary boiler, leave cell F39 with the default ‘As primary’. 

If the water heating system is not via the primary boiler, and an alternative system has been selected in cell C38, click 
on cell F39 and replace ‘As primary’ with the model number and/or name (exactly as it appears in the Product 
Characteristics Database). 

LINE 40: WATER HEATING EFFICIENCY 

If the efficiency does not match the default figure, click on cell C34 and enter the ‘Comparative hot water efficiency 
(%)’ from the Building Energy Performance Assessment support website. 

LINE 41: TOTAL NUMBER OF LIGHT FITTINGS 

If the number of light fittings does not match the default figure, click on cell C40 and enter the number of hard-wired 
light fittings in the home (including external lights, cabinet lights, pelmet lights, plinth lights, etc. but not including 
appliance lights). 
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LINE 42: NUMBER OF LOW ENERGY LIGHT FITTINGS 

If the number of light fittings does not match the default figure, click on cell C41 and enter the number of light fittings 
declared in C40 which are low-energy.  

NOTE: For RPH, BS 3632 requires that fixed internal light fittings shall be provided with low energy lamps with a 
luminous efficacy greater than 45 lamp lumens per circuit watt. Fixed internal light fittings in cupboards and other 
infrequently used areas are exempt from this requirement (this exemption only relates to storage spaces). 
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FLOOR CONSTRUCTION 
Under no circumstances shall the construction of the home be ‘fudged’ into the calculator as it is impossible to verify. 

The construction is listed from outside to inside. 

If an item is not fitted, select ‘none fitted’ and in the material thickness enter ‘0’. 

Many entries in this section are selected from a drop-down list (click on the box on the right-hand side of each cell). 

 

LINE 45: MANUFACTURER DEFINED FLOOR CONSTRUCTION U VALUE 

If you have had the U-value calculated by a specialist outside of this EERS calculator, click on cell E45 and enter the 
manufacturer defined U-value. In this case, if not done so previously for a similar floor, you should submit the calculation 
with supporting material data sheets by email to energy.rating@thencc.org.uk as soon as the EEC is submitted (when 
the ‘upload to archive’ button is clicked). 

NOTE: For RPH this figure must be better than 0.35 (W/m2K) – a lower figure is better. 

LINE 45: UNIQUE REFERENCE OF FLOOR CALCULATION 

Files submitted as evidence of a manufacturer define U value shall be given a unique reference number by the 
manufacturer. This unique reference number shall be included at the beginning of the electronic file name prior to 
submission to the NCC. 

If a manufacturer defined U value has been entered in cell E45, click on cell F45 and overtype the instruction text with 
the unique reference number of the calculation that applies. 

LINE 46: FLOOR OUTER LAYER MATERIAL 

Click on cell E46 and select an option from the drop-down list. 
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LINE 47: FLOOR OUTER LAYER MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E47 and enter the material thickness.  

NOTE: Membranes like polythene will typically be around 0.2mm. 

LINE 48: FLOOR INSULATION MATERIAL 

Click on cell E48 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: If you select a generic material, if not done so previously you must submit a material datasheet (along with 
this EEC submission). 

LINE 49: FLOOR INSULATION MATERIAL AVERAGE THICKNESS 

Click on cell E49 and enter the calculated average material thickness (see notes below). 

NOTE: The floor insulation shall be entered as a calculated average taking into consideration any areas where 
insulation is reduced, compressed or missing due to design/manufacturing demands. 

 

For example: 

 The insulated floor area within the internal perimeter line of the home = 48m2 

The floor has 9m2 where the 100mm insulation is compressed 25% by pipework, and a further 1m2 where 
the insulation has been omitted (although this should be avoided). 

 38 (m2) x 100 = 3800 
 9 (m2) x 75 = 675 

1 (m2) x 0 = 0 

 Therefore, (3800+675+0) / 48 (m2) = 93.229mm average thickness 

 

NOTE: The entry here will result in some red cell errors until the floor joist depth has been entered. The insulation 
average thickness cannot be greater than the joist depth. 

 

NOTE: Particular caution is given for floors where glass fibre insulation is suspended on polythene because this 
causes a ‘hammocking’ effect which compresses the soft insulation material significantly along the entire length of 
each joist. 
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LINE 50: FLOOR INSULATION MATERIAL AIR GAP 

Click on cell E50 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

NOTE: This means the deliberately designed/maintained gap between the top of the insulation material and the 
underside of the inner layer material/membrane. 

 

NOTE: An air gap can only qualify as low-e if the gap is sealed around the perimeter and there is a continuous 
low-emissivity surface on one side of the gap. 

LINE 51: FLOOR JOIST MATERIAL 

Click on cell E51 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 52: FLOOR JOIST DEPTH 

Click on cell E52 and enter the depth (height) of the joist. 

LINE 53: FLOOR JOIST AVERAGE WIDTH 

Click on cell E53 and enter the calculated average width of the joist (see notes below). 

NOTE: The floor joist width shall be declared as a calculated average. 

 

For example:  

 Within the internal perimeter line of the home there are: 
30 joists @ 30mm wide = 900, plus 
5 joists @ 45mm wide = 405 

 Therefore, (900+405) / 35 joists = 37.286mm average width 
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LINE 54: FLOOR JOIST AVERAGE SPACING 

Click on cell E54 and enter the calculated average spacing between centres of the joists (see notes below). 

NOTE: The floor joist spacing shall be declared as an average, based on the internal length of the home (for 
transverse joists) or internal width of the home (for longitudinal joists) divided by the number of joists (plus one for 
the final spacing of the last joist to the internal perimeter line). 

NOTE: If chassis steelwork bridges the insulation then the chassis members shall at least be counted in the number 
of joists (the conductivity of steel is significantly higher than timber). 

 

For example: 

Joist spacing is measured centre-to-centre and therefore joists are counted individually even when they are double, 
triple, etc. (i.e. two 45mm wide joists together have a centre-to-centre spacing of 45mm). 

If there are 20 joists (including 2 chassis members) then there are considered to be 21 spaces from one internal 
perimeter line to the opposite internal perimeter line. 

The joist spacing is therefore entered into the EERS calculation as the calculated average dimension even when joist 
spacing varies. 

LINE 55: FLOOR INNER MEMBRANE MATERIAL 

Click on cell E55 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 56: FLOOR INNER MEMBRANE MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E56 and enter the material thickness.  

NOTE: Membranes like polythene will typically be around 0.2mm. 

LINE 57: FLOOR INNER LAYER MATERIAL 

Click on cell E57 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 58: FLOOR INNER LAYER MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E58 and enter the material thickness. 

LINE 59: FLOOR UNDERLAY MATERIAL 

Click on cell E59 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 60: FLOOR UNDERLAY MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E60 and enter the material thickness. 
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LINE 61: FLOOR COVERING MATERIAL 

Click on cell E61 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: Only one floor underlay can be selected and therefore if the home has several types, select the one that is 
in the majority. 

LINE 62: FLOOR COVERING MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E62 and enter the material thickness. 

NOTE: Only one floor covering can be selected and therefore if the home has several types, select the one that is in 
the majority. 
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WALL CONSTRUCTION 
Under no circumstances shall the construction of the home be ‘fudged’ into the calculator as it is impossible to verify. 

Only one type of wall construction can be modelled in the calculator and therefore, if you have different types of 
structure (especially where different insulation materials are used), you will need to submit a manufacturer’s defined 
U-value for each structure. 

The construction is listed from outside to inside. 

If an item is not fitted, select ‘none fitted’ and in the material thickness enter ‘0’. 

Many entries in this section are selected from a drop-down list (click on the box on the right-hand side of each cell). 

 

LINE 65: MANUFACTURER DEFINED WALL CONSTRUCTION U VALUE 

If you have had the U-value calculated by a specialist outside of this EERS calculator, click on cell E65 and enter the 
manufacturer defined U-value. In this case, if not done so previously for a similar wall, you should submit the calculation 
with supporting material data sheets by email to energy.rating@thencc.org.uk as soon as the EEC is submitted (when 
the ‘upload to archive’ button is clicked. 

NOTE: For RPH this figure must be better than 0.35 (W/m2K) – a lower figure is better. 
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LINE 65: UNIQUE REFERENCE OF WALL CALCULATION 

Files submitted as evidence of a manufacturer define U value shall be given a unique reference number by the 
manufacturer. This unique reference number shall be included at the beginning of the electronic file name prior to 
submission to the NCC. 

If a manufacturer defined U value has been entered in cell E65, click on cell F65 and overtype the instruction text with 
the unique reference number of the calculation that applies. 

LINE 66: WALL EXTERNAL CLADDING MATERIAL 

Click on cell E66 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 67: WALL EXTERNAL CLADDING MATERIAL AVERAGE THICKNESS 

Click on cell E67 and enter the calculated average material thickness (see notes below).  

NOTE: If the material is solid yet profiled in section, then the thickness should be declared as the average. 

NOTE: If the material is a hollow extrusion, then the thickness should be declared as that of the material and not 
the overall thickness of the projected profile. 

LINE 68: WALL EXTERNAL CLADDING MATERIAL AIR GAP 

Click on cell E68 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means the deliberately designed/maintained gap between the internal face of the wall external 
cladding material and the surface of the wall outer membrane/insulation/layer. 

NOTE: An air gap can only qualify as low-e if the gap is sealed around the perimeter and there is a continuous 
low-emissivity surface on one side of the gap. 

LINE 69: WALL OUTER MEMBRANE MATERIAL 

Click on cell E69 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 70: WALL OUTER MEMBRANE MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E70 and enter the material thickness.  

NOTE: Membranes like vapour-permeable building wrap will typically be around 0.2mm. 

LINE 71: WALL OUTER INSULATION MATERIAL 

Click on cell E71 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means an insulation layer which is fitted on the external face of the studs, designed to reduce the effects 
of cold-bridging. 

NOTE: If you select a generic material, if not done so previously you must submit a material datasheet (along with 
this EEC submission). 

LINE 72: WALL OUTER INSULATION MATERIAL AVERAGE THICKNESS 

Click on cell E72 and enter the calculated average material thickness. 

LINE 73: WALL OUTER LAYER MATERIAL 

Click on cell E73 and select an option from the drop-down list. 
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LINE 74: WALL OUTER LAYER MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E74 and enter the material thickness. 

LINE 75: WALL INSULATION MATERIAL 

Click on cell E75 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means an insulation layer which is fitted between the studs. 

NOTE: If you select a generic material, if not done so previously you must submit a material datasheet (along with 
this EEC submission). 

LINE 76: WALL INSULATION MATERIAL AVERAGE THICKNESS 

Click on cell E76 and enter the calculated average material thickness (see notes below). 

NOTE: The wall insulation shall be entered as a calculated average taking into consideration any areas where 
insulation is reduced, compressed or missing due to design/manufacturing demands. 

 

For example: 

 The insulated wall area around the internal perimeter line of the home = 84.6m2 

The wall has 15m2 where the 70mm insulation is compressed 25% by electric cables and support blocks 
for furniture, and a further 3m2 where the insulation has been omitted (although this should be avoided). 

 66.6 (m2) x 70 = 4662 
 15 (m2) x 52.5 = 787.5 

3 (m2) x 0 = 0 

 Therefore, (4662+787.5+0) / 84.6 (m2) = 64.415mm average thickness 
 

NOTE: The entry here will result in some red cell errors until the wall stud depth has been entered. The insulation 
average thickness cannot be greater than the wall stud depth. 

LINE 77: WALL INSULATION MATERIAL AIR GAP 

Click on cell E77 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means the deliberately designed/maintained gap between the surface of the insulation between studs 
and the internal face of the wall outer/inner layer material/membrane (the insulation would need to be thinner 
than the studs). 

NOTE: An air gap can only qualify as low-e if the gap is sealed around the perimeter and there is a continuous 
low-emissivity surface on one side of the gap. 

LINE 78: WALL STUD MATERIAL 

Click on cell E78 and select an option from the drop-down list. 
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LINE 79: No OF WALL HORIZONTAL RAILS (TOP, BOTTOM, AND MID-RAILS) 

Click on cell E79 and enter the number of horizontal rails (see notes below). 

NOTE: Count continuous double rails as 2, triple rails as 3, etc. 

 

NOTE: Ignore window/door apertures. 

 

NOTE: In the framework example above, there are 5 horizontal rails. 

LINE 80: WALL STUD DEPTH 

Click on cell E80 and enter the depth of the wall studs. 

LINE 81: WALL STUD AVERAGE WIDTH 

Click on cell E81 and enter the calculated average width of the wall studs (see notes below). 

NOTE: If studs vary then the width shall be entered as a calculated average. 

 

For example: 

 Within the internal perimeter line of the home there are: 
100 vertical studs @ 30mm wide = 3000, plus 
30 vertical studs @ 45mm wide = 1350 
 

 Therefore, (3000+1350) / 130 studs = 36.250mm average stud width 
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LINE 82: WALL STUD AVERAGE SPACING 

Click on cell E82 and enter the calculated average spacing between centres of vertical studs (see notes below).  

NOTE: The stud spacing shall be calculated as an average, based on the total internal perimeter length of the home 
divided by the number of vertical studs within that perimeter line (plus one for the final spacing between the last 
stud and the first as the perimeter is fully circumnavigated). Studs in corners outside the internal perimeter line shall 
be ignored (shown as a grey shaded area below). 

 

NOTE: Count double studs as 2, triple studs as 3, etc. 

NOTE: Ignore window/door apertures (including additional head/sill rails) by including in the count the short studs 
above/below apertures as if they were full height (the calculator will work out the average/wall U-value of the 
blank wall and subtract the window/door aperture areas as declared, substituting the U-value for the 
windows/doors as declared – thus a proportion of studwork is subtracted along with insulation and other elements). 

 

NOTE: In the framework example above, there are 18 vertical studs in the section of external wall shown because 
stud no.1 is on the edge and outside of the internal perimeter line. 

  

GENERAL NOTE ABOUT ACOUSTIC TESTING OF RPH EXTERNAL WALLS 

For RPH, the average stud spacing (and other materials) should excatly match the construction tested and detailed 
in an acoustic test laboratory report (see BS 3632:2015). 

LINE 83: WALL INNER MEMBRANE MATERIAL 

Click on cell E83 and select an option from the drop-down list. 
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LINE 84: WALL INNER MEMBRANE MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E84 and enter the material thickness.  

NOTE: Membranes like polythene will typically be around 0.2mm. 

LINE 85: WALL INNER LAYER MATERIAL 

Click on cell E85 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 86: WALL INNER LAYER MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E86 and enter the material thickness. 

LINE 87: WALL INNER DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

Click on cell E87 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: Only heavy material should be selected (embossed vinyl/painted anaglypta). If the decorative material is 
a thin decorative wallpaper then select ‘none fitted. 

LINE 88: WALL INNER DECORATIVE MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E88 and enter the material thickness.  
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ROOF CONSTRUCTION 
Under no circumstances shall the construction of the home be ‘fudged’ into the calculator as it is impossible to verify. 

NOTE: Only one type of roof construction can be modelled in the calculator and therefore, if, for example, you have 
a raftered area and a trussed area (especially where different insulation materials are used), you will need to submit 
a manufacturer defined U-value for each area. 

The construction is listed from outside to inside. 

If an item is not fitted, select ‘none fitted’ and in the material thickness enter ‘0’. 

Many entries in this section are selected from a drop-down list (click on the box on the right-hand side of each cell).  

Cells in line 92, 93, and 94 default as red cell errors until correct values are entered. 
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LINE 91: MANUFACTURER DEFINED ROOF CONSTRUCTION U VALUE 

If you have had the U-value calculated by a specialist outside of this EERS calculator, click on cell E91 and enter the 
manufacturer defined U-value. In this case, if not done so previously for a similar roof, you should submit the calculation 
with supporting material data sheets by email to energy.rating@thencc.org.uk as soon as the EEC is submitted (when 
the ‘upload to archive’ button is clicked. 

NOTE: For RPH this figure must be better than 0.2 (W/m2K) – a lower figure is better. 

LINE 91: UNIQUE REFERENCE OF ROOF CALCULATION 

Files submitted as evidence of a manufacturer define U value shall be given a unique reference number by the 
manufacturer. This unique reference number shall be included at the beginning of the electronic file name prior to 
submission to the NCC. 

If a manufacturer defined U value has been entered in cell E92, click on cell F91 and overtype the instruction text with 
the unique reference number of the calculation that applies. 

LINE 92: PERCENTAGE OF FLOOR AREA COVERED BY PITCHED ROOF (>10º) WITH FLAT CEILING 

Click on cell E92 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

NOTE: The values are in 5% increments and so you should calculate the ratio of different roof types accordingly. 

 

NOTE: If more than one type of roof construction is used in this home then you must use manufacturer defined U-
values for each type (and submit calculations if not done so previously). 

LINE 93: PERCENTAGE OF FLOOR AREA COVERED BY PITCHED ROOF (>10º) WITH VAULTED CEILING 

Click on cell E93 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: The values are in 5% increments and so you should calculate the ratio of different roof types accordingly. 

 

NOTE: If more than one type of roof construction is used in this home then you must use manufacturer defined U-
values for each type (and submit calculations if not done so previously). 

LINE 94: PERCENTAGE OF FLOOR AREA COVERED BY FLAT ROOF (<10º) 

Click on cell E94 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

NOTE: The values are in 5% increments and so you should calculate the ratio of different roof types accordingly. 

 

NOTE: If more than one type of roof construction is used in this home then you must use manufacturer defined U-
values for each type (and submit calculations if not done so previously). 

LINE 95: PITCHED ROOF INTERNAL CEILING ANGLE (º) 

Click on cell E95 and enter the INTERNAL ceiling pitch. 
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LINE 96: ROOF COVERING MATERIAL 

Click on cell E96 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: If you are using a special roof covering and it is not listed, then you should use the manufacturer defined U-
value route. 

LINE 97: ROOF COVERING MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E97 and enter the material thickness.  

NOTE: Aggregate coated steel tiles are typically no more than 0.5mm thick; Verasteel 1100 is 0.5mm thick. 

LINE 98: ROOF OUTER AIR GAP 

Click on cell E98 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means the deliberately designed/maintained gap between the inside of the roof covering material and 
the top of the roof outer membrane/layer (typically the tile batten thickness). 

 

NOTE: An air gap can only qualify as low-e if the gap is sealed around the perimeter and there is a continuous 
low-emissivity surface on one side of the gap. 

LINE 99: ROOF OUTER MEMBRANE MATERIAL 

Click on cell E99 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 100: ROOF OUTER MEMBRANE MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E100 and enter the material thickness.  

NOTE: Membranes like vapour-non-permeable and vapour-permeable roofing membrane will typically be around 
0.2mm. 

LINE 101: ROOF OUTER MEMBRANE MATERIAL AIR GAP 

Click on cell E101 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means the deliberately designed/maintained gap between the inside of the roof outer membrane/layer 
material and the top of the last layer of insulation (this is the average height of the air gap if roof trusses are used). 

 

NOTE: An air gap can only qualify as low-e if the gap is sealed around the perimeter and there is a continuous 
low-emissivity surface on one side of the gap. Because a cold roof space is ventilated, this air gap cannot usually 
be low-e. 

LINE 102: ROOF OUTER LAYER MATERIAL 

Click on cell E102 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 103: ROOF OUTER LAYER MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E103 and enter the material thickness. 
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LINE 104: ROOF 2ND INSULATION LAYER MATERIAL 

Click on cell E104 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means an insulation layer which is fitted transversely over the joists/trusses, designed to reduce the 
effects of cold-bridging. 

 

NOTE: If you select a generic material, if not done so previously you must submit a material datasheet (along with 
this EEC submission). 

LINE 105: ROOF 2ND INSULATION LAYER MATERIAL AVERAGE THICKNESS 

Click on cell E105 and enter the calculated average material thickness (see notes below). 

NOTE: The roof insulation shall be entered as a calculated average taking into consideration any areas where 
insulation is reduced, compressed or missing due to design/manufacturing demands. 

 

For example: 

 The insulated roof area within the internal perimeter line of the home = 48m2 

The roof has 6m2 where the 100mm insulation is compressed 50% at the eaves, and a further 4m2 where 
the insulation has been omitted around inset ceiling lights (where required by the light’s fitting instructions). 

 38 (m2) x 100 = 3800 
 6 (m2) x 50 = 300 

4 (m2) x 0 = 0 

 Therefore, (3800+300+0) / 48 (m2) = 85.417mm average thickness 

LINE 106: ROOF INSULATION MATERIAL INTER-LAYER AIR GAP 

Click on cell E106 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means the deliberately designed/maintained gap between the underside of the 2nd layer of insulation 
and the top of the 1st layer of insulation. 

 

NOTE: An air gap can only qualify as low-e if the gap is sealed around the perimeter and there is a continuous 
low-emissivity surface on one side of the gap. Because a cold roof space is ventilated, this air gap cannot usually 
be low-e. 

 

NOTE: If there is only one layer of insulation, there cannot be an inter-layer air gap. Also, if the 2nd insulation layer 
material is a ‘floppy’ material then it is usually not possible to maintain an inter-layer air gap. 
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LINE 107: ROOF 1ST INSULATION LAYER MATERIAL 

Click on cell E107 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means an insulation layer which is fitted between the joists/trusses. 

 

NOTE: If you select a generic material, if not done so previously you must submit a material datasheet (along with 
this EEC submission). 

LINE 108: ROOF 1ST INSULATION LAYER MATERIAL AVERAGE THICKNESS 

Click on cell E108 and enter the calculated average material thickness (see notes below). 

NOTE: The roof insulation shall be entered as a calculated average taking into consideration any areas where 
insulation is reduced, compressed or missing due to design/manufacturing demands. 

 

For example: 

 Roof area within the internal perimeter line of the home = 48m2 

The roof has 6m2 where the 100mm insulation is compressed 50% at the eaves, and a further 4m2 where 
the insulation has been omitted around inset ceiling lights (where required by the light’s fitting instructions). 

 38 (m2) x 100 = 3800 
 6 (m2) x 50 = 300 

4 (m2) x 0 = 0 

 Therefore, (3800+300+0) / 48 (m2) = 85.417mm average thickness 

LINE 109: ROOF 1ST INSULATION LAYER MATERIAL AIR GAP 

Click on cell E109 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: This means the deliberately designed/maintained gap between the underside of the 1st layer of insulation 
and the top of the roof inner membrane/layer material. 

 

NOTE: An air gap can only qualify as low-e if the gap is sealed around the perimeter and there is a continuous 
low-emissivity surface on one side of the gap. Because a cold roof space is ventilated, this air gap cannot usually 
be low-e. 

 

NOTE: If the 1st insulation layer material is a ‘floppy’ material then it is usually not possible to maintain an inter-
layer air gap. 

LINE 110: ROOF JOIST MATERIAL 

Click on cell E110 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: Roof joist or roof truss. 
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LINE 111: ROOF JOIST DEPTH 

Click on cell E111 and enter the material depth.  

NOTE: For a truss manufactured from small timber sections, enter the calculated average height of the truss from 
the bottom of the ceiling cord to the top of the rafter cord. 

 

NOTE: Entering a value in this cell sometimes produces an error message: 

 

If this happens, delete the entry here and the entry in the 1st insulation layer material layer average thickness in 
cell E109. Then first enter the roof joist depth in cell E112 and then reinstate the 1st insulation material average 
thickness entry in E109. 

LINE 112: ROOF JOIST AVERAGE WIDTH 

Click on cell E112 and enter the calculated average width of the joist/truss (see notes below). 

NOTE: The roof joist/truss width shall be declared as a calculated average. 

 

For example:  

 Within the internal perimeter line of the home there are: 
30 joists/trusses @ 30mm wide = 900, plus 
5 joists/trusses @ 45mm wide = 405 

 Therefore, (900+405) / 35 joists/trusses = 37.286mm average width 

LINE 113: ROOF JOIST AVERAGE SPACING 

Click on cell E113 and enter the calculated average spacing between centres of the joists (see notes below). 

NOTE: The roof joist/truss spacing shall be declared as an average, based on the internal length of the home 
divided by the number of joists/trusses (plus one for the final spacing of the last joist/truss to the internal perimeter 
line). 

 

For example: 

Joist/truss spacing is measured centre-to-centre and therefore joists are counted individually even when they are 
double, triple, etc. (i.e. two 45mm wide joists/trusses together have a centre-to-centre spacing of 45mm). 

If there are 20 joists/trusses then there are considered to be 21 spaces from one internal perimeter line to the 
opposite internal perimeter line. 

The joist/truss spacing is therefore entered into the EERS calculation as the calculated average dimension even when 
joist/truss spacing varies. 
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LINE 114: ROOF INNER MEMBRANE MATERIAL 

Click on cell E114 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 115: ROOF INNER MEMBRANE MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E115 and enter the material thickness.  

NOTE: Membranes like polythene will typically be around 0.2mm. 

LINE 116: ROOF INNER LAYER MATERIAL 

Click on cell E116 and select an option from the drop-down list. 

LINE 117: ROOF INNER LAYER MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E117 and enter the material thickness. 

LINE 118: ROOF INNER DECORATIVE MATERIAL 

Click on cell E118 and select an option from the drop-down list.  

NOTE: Only heavy material should be selected (embossed vinyl/painted anaglypta). If the decorative material is 
a thin decorative ceiling-paper then select ‘none fitted. 

LINE 119: ROOF INNER DECORATIVE MATERIAL THICKNESS 

Click on cell E119 and enter the material thickness. 
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VENTILATION 
If the BS EN 1647 button is checked, the cells in this table are pink or blue. 

 

If the BS 3632 button is checked, the cells in this table will be green or blue. 

 

LINE 122: FIXED VENTILATION OPENINGS COMPLIANT WITH EN 721 

If the BS EN 1647 button is checked, click on cell C122 and from the drop-down list select the relevant option.  

NOTE: If ‘yes’ has been selected, cells F122-G122 will turn white and do not require entries. 

LINE 122: IF NO, CALCULATED FIXED VENTILATION RATE 

If ‘no’ has been selected in C122, click on cell F122 and enter the calculated ventilation rate. 

LINE 123: BS 3632 VENTILATION CONFIGURATION 

If the BS 3632 button is checked, click on cell C123 and from the drop-down list select the relevant option. 

LINE 123: POSITION OF HIGH LEVEL VENTS 

If the BS EN 1647 button is checked, click on cell F123 and from the drop-down list select the relevant option. 

LINE 124: AIR TIGHTNESS TEST CARRIED OUT 

Click on cell C124 and from the drop-down list select the relevant option. 

NOTE: If ‘no’ is selected, cells F124-G124 will turn white and do not require entries. 
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LINE 124: IF YES, AIR PERMEABILITY 

If ‘yes’ is selected in cell C125, click on cell F124 and from the drop-down list select the relevant option. In this case,  
if not done so previously for a similar home, you should submit an air-permeability test report by email to 
energy.rating@thencc.org.uk as soon as the EEC is submitted (when the ‘upload to archive’ button is clicked). 

LINE 125: NUMBER OF OPEN FLUED APPLIANCE 

Click on cell C125 and enter the number of open-flued appliances.  

NOTE: This figure should not include room-sealed boilers or non-flued appliances. 

LINE 125: NUMBER OF FIXED INTERMITTANT EXTRACTION FANS 

Click on cell C125 and enter the number of intermittent mechanical extraction fans.  

NOTE: For RPH, this number should at least match the number of separate wet-rooms listed in the ‘home layout’ 
table. 
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UPLOADING THE COMPLETED EEC 
If you want to use the completed EEC as a template then save it to a local computer drive before going any further.  

NOTE: You cannot print a rating label until the EEC has been uploaded to the NCC. 

 

 

 

To submit a completed EEC, follow the three steps in order (left to right). 

 

STEP ONE 

Click on the ‘upload to archive’ button.  

WHAT HAPPENS? 

This will automatically send an email to energy.rating@thencc.org.uk using the Microsoft Outlook account on the 
computer. 

If there is an error stating that the macro cannot run, refer back to ‘getting started’ at the beginning of this guide. 

 

If the file has successfully uploaded then a confirmation message will appear. 

 

You will note that the file name at the very top of the screen has changed and includes a 12-digit code number 
used for verification purposes. 
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STEP TWO 

Click on the ‘print label’ button.  

WHAT HAPPENS? 

The ‘printer setup’ dialogue box will appear. 

 

You could select a physical printer option and print the required two copies of the label. However, if you damage 
the labels you will need to re-upload the EEC before you can print replacements – the file name at the top of the 
screen will change again to include a new 12-digit code number. 

The best option would be to select a PDF creator (a free version may come with your computer or may be available 
on the internet). Selecting the PDF button and pressing ‘OK’ will result in a ‘save as’ dialogue box appearing. You 
can select where to save the PDF file and, if necessary, you can open the PDF file and reprint the rating labels. 

 

 

STEP THREE 

Click on the ‘save’ button.  

WHAT HAPPENS? 

The ‘save as’ dialogue box will appear and you can save the submitted EEC. 

You will note that the file name will now reflect the new name at the top of the screen, including the 12-digit code. 

During audits, the NCC assessor may request a copy of the EEC by referring to the 12-digit code (this can then be 
verified against the version which was uploaded and logged by the NCC). Therefore, it is essential that you have 
saved the renamed file for this purpose. 
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APPENDIX 
GUIDE TO AIR GAPS 

  


